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MAXHUB Ultra Wide 5K display wins Best of Show Award 24 at ISE 2024  

 

MAXHUB, a leading global provider of integrated communication and display solutions, has won the 

Best of Show Award in the “Installation” category at ISE 2024 for its Ultra Wide 5K display. 

 

MAXHUB's 105" Ultra Wide 5K display is the ideal solution for new working environments. The 

exceptional 21:9 aspect ratio is remarkable and allows the front row layout of Microsoft Teams Rooms 

to be displayed perfectly. 

 

Ideal for new working environments 

The main focus of the design was to make collaboration more natural and increase productivity. The 

display is designed to support all major conferencing platforms. Thanks to the strategic partnership 

with Microsoft, the user interface has been designed to perfectly adapt to the 21:9 aspect ratio and 

seamlessly display the Front Row layout. The integrated 2x16W and 1x15W speakers ensure the best 

possible audio reproduction. The integrated MAXHUB Share collaboration solution enables wireless 

sharing of content from any device and its sleek, slim design also meets the visual requirements of 

modern working environments. 

 

"The Best of Show Award is an important recognition of MAXHUB's innovation. The new 105" Ultra-

Wide 5K display is another product that impressed the ISE jury. This award is especially dedicated to 

our teams who developed this display to make collaboration in new work environments even easier 

and more natural," says James Richard Jepson, Sales Manager UKI from MAXHUB. "We are delighted 

to receive this award". 

 

"All the winners of this year's Best of Show Awards should be very proud. We have experienced the 

most successful ISE with the highest number of exhibitors and a record number of visitors," said the 

ISE Best of Show Awards team. "To stand out and be recognised here is truly impressive and a 

testament to the excellent work the companies have put into their products and solutions. " 

 

Further information: www.maxhub.com/uk/  
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Pictures can be found at https://publictouch.de/en/pt-news/maxhub-ultra-wide-5k-display-wins-best-of-show-award-24-at-ise-

2024/  
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About MAXHUB 

MAXHUB is an industry leader in smart displays and audiovisual technology, focusing on communication and collaboration. 

As an R&D-led organisation, they develop a range of industry-leading solutions that help keep people seamlessly connected 

and make teamwork more efficient and effective. 

For more information, visit MAXHUB at www.maxhub.com. 
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